The ' NEWS"
in the New Year
sincere hope of the Editor of Cine-Kodak News that you
I TwillIS the
find increasing pleasure in the making and showing of home

movies in 1935. To help you achieve this enjoyment we will do our
best to make the "News" informative and interesting. But this determination is, to a great extent, dependent upon you. If the
"News" meets with your approval, write and tell us so. If it does
not, write and tell us wherein it falls short.
Here, a point justifies elaboration.
Cine-Kodak News is sent without charge to all home movie makers-and their number is legion. Because of this large circulation,
the size of tl1e "News" must, of necessity, be relatively smalL Obviously there cannot be sufficient space in its columns to encompass
of the many topics you would like to have discussed. Nor, in
of the popular policy to confine the "News" contents to subof interest to the strictly amateur niovie maker, can more than
um of space be devoted to the _more advanced phases and
cinematography. Yet information on these and otlier subavailable from the Editor of the "News." Wewould
this publication not only as a calendar of cinebut as a periodic reminder that friendly and
experienced
is yours to draw upon.
And so, in 1
the "News" for current movie making doings
and suggestions .
the
"News" for any
formation you do not
in its pages.
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EAMS of paper have been filled with the Do's and Don't's
of movie making. And I've read most of them. But hardly
a word do I see about the correct technic of preparing films
for a show or the proper method of showing them. Which is
strange, because showing movies is the proof of the pudding.
Do you hunt? I do. Besides shooting movies I like to shoot
ducks." And a movie is a great deal like a duck. You've got to
know how to use your weapon or you don't bag anything. But
this is only the first step. The duck must then be carefully,
tenderly cooked. This is the editing phase of duck hunting.
Then comes the eating. A'h'h-that's what all the shooting
has been about. And again there are a few little niceties to
This is the way I like to show
rnovies, and, what is more important, it's the way my
friends prefer to see them.

Tetnporary Swiss home of Mr. Watt's hoys
Mother and child. Locale- Italy's instep

Down the Danube in a "Faltboot''
As the new world recorded the old

by DONALD TAYLOR

be observed if the meal is to be enjoyed to the utmost. This is
the projection stage of duck hunting.
The Editor tells me that he will take care of the culinary
treatment of home movies in an article in the next issue of the
News if I'll say a few words about the serving at this time.
It's a bargain.
"Floor"

Show Technic

Our films have all been tricked up within an inch of their lives,
due to our steadfast habit of devoting one evening a month to
them. When our friends ask to see them, we're ready to swing
into action in thirty seconds flat. And even though our style is
somewhat informal our guests seem to like our method of serving: The Kodascope is lifted out of its case ... the case turned
on its back
the Kodascope set on top of it-a handy, sturdy
projection stand. The screen is set up on the floor across the
room from our big davenport. I establish myself on the floor
with the film humidors, against the davenport and alongside the
projector. Most of our friends climb onto that selfsame davenport, but one or two always grab a pillow and dive for preferred
position on the floor. With candy and cigarettes at hand, we're
ready to go.
Doesn't that sound like more fun than carrying card tables
and end tables about for the projector and screen, and invariably
shattering a few ash trays in the act? Not to mention the unnecessary torture of seating guests on straight-back chairsfrom which vantage point their respective necks are almost dislocated as they try to see around one another and through the
massive torso of the projectionist.
To me the showing of home movies should be a friendly, informal affair, without any pretense of simulating the precise
presentation given their professional contemporaries. "Floor"
shows add to the fun, as you'll soon find out for yourself.

At Wachau on the Danube

Agrigen.tum-a Greek Letnple in Sicily

The monumental abbey at Mclk., Austri
Another hit of ancient Greece in Sicily

Equipment
TAKE your camera to your Cine-Kodak dealer for
inspection. Obtain color filters to offset brilliant
tropical light conditions, clear haze, and record clouds.
If you plan to make Kodacolor, get a Kodacolor Adjustable Filter which has a 75% greater light admittance
than was possible in the past with the old type of
Neutral Density Filters. And, if your camera has an
interchangeable lens feature, consider seriously the advantages of a telephoto lens in capturing close-up views
of distant objects. There are filters for every Cine-Kodak
telephoto, as well, and their use is particularly important.

Film
For all 8 mm. cameras take a plentiful supply of CineKodak Eight Film. Fully panchromatic, it makes excellent daytime shots, yet is "fast" enough to cope with
all average light conditions. For 16 mm. cameras take
both Cine-Kodak Panchromatic and Cine-Kodak Supersensitive "Pan" Film-the former for greater beauty in
outdoor shots, and the latter for subjects on days of
unfavorable light, interiors, and night-time shots. And,
if you would have your trip recorded solely in Kodacolor, have full confidence that the increased speed of
Super-sensitive Kodacolor Film and the greater light
control of the Kodacolor Adjustable Filter will enable
you to make color movies under all light conditions
ranging between days that are dull and those that are
intensely bright. If you are to spend much time in the
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tropics, ask your Cine-Kodak dealer to order your film
packed in sealed metal containers. After exposure place
the film in the containers- but do not reseal- and wrap
them in several thicknesses of paper for effective insulation against humidity.

Duty
Cameras and films of American manufacture, while
dutiable, will be given free entry in most foreign countries if you declare them solely for personal use. Some
countries may ask for a deposit but this will invariably
be refunded to you when you again cross their borders.
Send in your itinerary to Rochester for more exact information. Films of American ma nufacture, whether
exposed or unexposed, may be imported into the United
States free of duty whether purchased in the United
States or a foreign country.

Processing
Write for a copy of the Cine-Kodak Travel Folder. It
contains an up-to-the-minute list of Eastman's foreign
processing stations and distinguishes between those finishing 16 mm. film, 8 mm. film, and Kodacolor Film.
For postage charges foreign processing stations will
forward your film to the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y. From this point it will be re-forwarded
to your home address- thus a voiding possible delay or
occasional loss of film abroad.

T IS the occupation and pleasure of Mr. Watt to escort, each
year, a select group of American youths throughout the less
frequented beauty spots of Europe. For a month, perhaps, the
boys live in desirable homes in a small French or German city. Once oriented,. they spend
the second month hiking, cycling, canoeing, and climbing mountains. The deeply grooved
paths of the know-Europe-in-two-weeks tourist sees them not at all.
It's a wonderful experience for the boys, and a remarkable opportunity for movie making
-of which Mr. Watt has taken full advantage with his Cine-Kodak Kj.l.9 and Kodacolor
Film. "Kodacolor," writes Mr. Watt, "gives me what no other film possibly could- the
mellow beauty of the older countries. Its taking and showing range has been freed from
limitations of poor lighting so that there are practically no restrictions in making movies. And
with the new and more brilliant projection equipment I can show my Kodacolor to several
hundred people at a time when necessary. I've learned that it's important to give free play
to your imagination when editing travel film. For example, what is now being presented as
our last year's voyage to Europe contains shots made throughout four different years on
four different boats. But since they are all typical of what one does on a voyage, the fact that
they are chronologically false makes them, nevertheless, much more attractive."

Whether yon use an

THE season's many outdoor doings are as
.crisp in movies as winter weather. Snowdecked trees and landscapes have unfailing
appeal; winter sports, an alluring dash
and verve. There.has always been a lot
of outdoor movie making at this time
of the year.
But that's only half the story!
There's far more going on indoorsand if you've never made in-the-home
shots you're missing the lion's share of
wintertime movie opportunities. In past
years, before the advent of Cine-Kodak
Super-sensitive Film and the brilliant,
inexpensive Kodaflector, indoor movies
were admittedly difficult. Too, they required a not inconsiderable investment
in lighting equipment. But all this has
changed. Every movie maker, using
either an "Eight" or a "Sixteen," can
now include indoor shots in his movie
repertoire with a minimum investment
in lighting equipment and complete
confidence of success from the start.

The lenses of many a 16 mm.
Cine-Kodak and of Cine-Kodak
Eight, Model 60, are interchangeable with telephoto lenses--highly desireable for use in
capturing close-up movies ol
distant subjects sueh as ski-

jumpers, ice boats, toboggan-

and the like. Your CineKodak dealer has complete
information.

Kodacolor Filter
Filters clear haze and
ister clouds, and their use
is particularly advantageous in t.he making Of' anow
acenes. There's a color tilter for every atandard and
accessory lens supplied f'or
Cine-Kodaks. Tbeyvary.io
cost from
to $3. 75.

Make the most of this winter'•
outdoor colors with the aid of this
filter. And with Kodafteetor, and
a free Photoflood Ratio Diaphragm Cap, even
indoor Kodacolor
can be made with
an /.1.9 16 mm.
Cine-Kodak.

there are movies to·be

made,every hour,

day or night
Cine-Kodak PanchromaticFilm, 16

For general outdoor purposes, espees
cially when color filters are used tor
added contrast. 100-foot roll, $6;
50-foot

Cine-Kodak Super-sen. sitive "Pan" Film,
18-For outdoor shots when the light
poor, and for all of your indoor
movie making. 100-foot roll, $7.50;
50-foot roll,

Cine-Kodak Super-sensitive Kodacolor Film,
16 mm.

Makes movies In full, natural color
. even on dull days outdoors, and lndoors with Kodaflector. l00-foot
roll,
50-foot roll,

Cine-Kodak Safety
Film,

new general utility panchromatic
film combining economy with wide
picture-taking range. 100-foot roll,

only $4.50.

.

c ..

"Pan"

Eight

Film

For owners of Clne-Kodak Eight,
Eastman's amazing miniature
movie camera. Fully panchromatic.

Kodaflector, although only $5, is far and away the
most efficient reflecting outfit for use with 25 cent
Mazda Photoflood lamps, Two Photoftooda u d in
one (twin reflector) Kodaflector are
effective
nine Photofloods used without reflectors. Complete
with stand, twin reflectors, and two 12-foot extension cords, Kodaflector's modest price and rare ability justify its inclusion in every movie maker's kit.

HERE'S another little movie skit which you

can make in an evening's time. It is built
around that simple cinematic bit of legerdemain known as "stop-motion filming." You '11
find it great fun to film
and an endless
source of chuckles to see. No acting ability or
props are needed. Paste the label reproduced
here on a beauty cream jar, invite a few
friends in for an evening, and you're ready to
film "Vanishing Cream"-given in rough outline form for you to interpret in your own way.
Cutthelabe loffthisjar,paste
it on a beauty cream jar, and
you've all the "props" you need
to make this amusing movie.

Vanishing CreaDI
The hostess, busy at her dressing table, turns to greet her
husband, who has apparently arrived home late. She points
to her watch, and speaks:
Title-" You'll have to hurry-our guests will be here
any minute."
He throws off his coat, takes a package out of his pocket,
and speaks:
Title-"Be ready in a jiffy. By the way-here's a new
cream I saw in a store. Thought you'd like it."
She thanks him, unwraps the package, turns the jar around
to read the label which should then be filmed (so your screen
audiences can read the label) by holding it against the back
of Cine-Kodak Titler's easel so that its label is on the same
plane as the easel.
She applies some of it to her face, and turns to speak to her
husband:
Title- " It feels delightful. You'd better use some of
it on those chapped hands of yours."
As he picks up the jar the doorbell rings. (Shown by a closeup of a finger pressing the bell.) She runs to welcome the
guests and enters the living room
H e re's a titleforyourversion
of~" Vanishing C ream." ] ustslip
with them. The husband rubs the
it into the easel of Ci n e- Kodak
cream
on his hands, as shown in
Titler and you r 1novie is off to a
good start.
a close-up, then comes downstairs

and greets his guests by shaking hands with all the
men and clasping each woman's hand in both of hiswhich action is shown in a series of close-ups of their
hands, to cue the rapid fire disappearance of the guests
which is shortly to follow.
From this point on people begin to vanish-which is
done by operating the camera from a steady table or
tripod, having all the people in view of the camera
freeze at a signal, and then having one of them step out
of the picture before another signal is given for the
action to re-commence. The hostess disappears first ,
perhaps while tuning the radio. Every one appears to
think that she has just slipped out of the room for a
moment. But then the other women begin to vanishas they are playing bridge, pausing while dancing, or
merely sitting chatting. The survivors start a frantic
search for them. One of the men pulls out the davenport, crawls behind it to investigate, and when the
others become concerned about him and peer behind it,
no one is there. Another of the men goes to call the
police-but when they look for him the only trace is
the telephone with the receiver off the hook. Use lots of
close-ups of the guests' startled expressions.
Finally nobody is left but the host and his dog (which
should have been shown in one or two of the previous
shots begging for candies or salted nuts-which to his
disgust he is refused). The host hurls himself onto the
davenport, lights a cigarette, and scratches his reeling
head. The reason for it all suddenly comes to him- the
vanishing cream! He rushes from the room, returns with
the jar, examines it carefully (the label is again shown
in a Titler close-up), and then drops the jar to the floor
so that its cover flies off, clasps his hand on his forehead
-and vanishes! At this point the hungry pup laps up
some of the "cream" (this time real cream, or lard
smeared with syrup), licks his chops, and likewise goes
the way of all flesh.
FINIS .

These little skits, which are published periodically
in Cine-Kodak News, are not presented as scenarios
from which to make serious and elaborate movie productions. They are intended solely to furnish your
"cast" with an evening's fun and you with an unstilted
movie record of your friends.
The Editor would like to see your version of "Vanishing Cream."

DAK EIGHT

T

HE December issue of the American Cinematographer, a
technical and educational magazine published monthly by
the American Society of Cinematographers, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, brings news of the winners of their
1934 Amateur Movie Contest. And Cine-Kodak Eight romped
off with the most important prizes! Here is proof positive that
the "Eight" can hold its own in the fastest company.
Nor is that all. According to a wire from the Editor of the
"Cinematographer" every one of the ten prize winners used CineKodak Film.
To be specific: the Grand Prize for the best all around picture
went to Mr. R. B. Clardy of Los Angeles for his 8 rum. film entitled "New Horizon" made with a Cine-Kodak Eight, Model
60. Mr. Clardy was the winner last year of the gold medal for
scenario and photography. But this year he did even better. For,

King nf Kings
J

EANIE MACPHERSON'S story ... DeMille's directing ...
a remarkable cast including such personages of the stage and
screen as H. B. Warner, Dorothy Cumming, Ernest Torrence,
Joseph Schildkraut, Robert Edeson, Rudolph Schildkraut, Sam
De Grasse, Victor Varconi, Montagu Love, William Boyd, and
Theodore Kosloff ... and the greatest story in the World's history as their material, make the King of Kings the outstanding
Kodascope Libraries' release of years. There is no need here for
elaboration of this true epic of the professional screen, at last

besides the Grand Prize, he also won the award for the best
Scenario.
Photography-the second most important prize- was won by
Mr. Tatuschi Okamoto, Matsuyma, Japan, with his Cine-Kodak
Eight, Model 20.
Complete information on the equipment used by other prize
winners is not available as entries were made from all over the
world. But a letter just received from Mr. Abraham Schur of
New York City tells its own story: "You will be interested in
learning that my Kodacolor film, 'Reconstruction of the Nose,'
was awarded first prize in the Scientific Class in the competition
conducted by the American Society of Cinematographers. This
film was made entirely with the Cine-Kodak Special ... you
way gather from the foregoing that I am enthusiastic about my
Special, and you are right-1 am."

made available to devotees
of personal movies in 16 mm.
dimensions. Supplied for
rental on twelve 400-foot
reels, the King of Kings may
be procured from Kodascope
Libraries headquarters, 33
West 42nd Street, New York
City, or their branches in
the principal cities of United
States and Canada. Write
K. L. Headquarters for 8page King of Kings circular.

Three stirring scenes
from the King of Kings
- perhaps the most im pressive of all motion
pictures .

Features
Ground-glass focusing
Variable shutter
Back wind
Masks
Double lens turret
Interchangeable film chambers
Long running spring motor
One- and eight-frame cranks
Variable speed
Single frame. release
Effects

Fades
Dissolves
Double exposures
Slow motion
Animation

FREE- A large-sized 16-page hooklet d etailing and
illus trating t h e advantages of this finest of 16 mm.
motion picture cameras . Write to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochest er , N. Y ., for your copy of " Presenting
Cine-Koda k Special. "
Only Eastman makes the Kodak

